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T&G backs joinedup strategy
T&G's Steve Maxwell discusses the
secrets behind the success of its Jazz and
Envy club apple varieties, as well as the
resilience of the industry in the face of
Covid-19
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have the robustness to make it to the
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were already eating apples, but find Jazz

Italy have the majority of plantings at the

been proud to be working to supply great

noticeably better.

moment, but we’re very excited about

tasting fruit. In Belgium, Enza operated

increased plantings also happening in

with a skeleton staff, with one team at

France.

home and one in the office. We got the IT

Apples have been around forever in every
country so we’ve witnessed a real

sorted and everyone’s mindset was right so

evolution. There’s a nice spread of different
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flavours and colours. It is hard to improve
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apples, but we are seeing growth. It will
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something familiar but better, and of

momentum going forward.

course it has to be noticeably better.

we were ready to keep delivering for our
customers. Amazingly, we have sold more
this year. People are looking out for their
health, and apples are a very solid purchase
in the shopping basket. They last over a
week so you can buy them with
confidence, including online.
What about Brexit?

Have you been affected by the Covid-19
How about the recent success of Jazz and

crisis? Do you anticipate any impact?

Envy in Europe?

fact, the work we have done over the last
SM: The supply chain has been more robust

SM: This year we’ve sold more Jazz in
Europe than ever before. Our traditional
markets of Germany, Netherlands, Belgium
and Sweden saw strong growth. This is
down to fantastic fruit from great growers
and a focused sales and marketing team.
I’ve been particularly impressed by the

SM: We’re all still waiting to find out. In

than we all feared it would be at the start of
the pandemic. A lot of hard work has been
done across production, packing, logistics
and retail - we’ve done really well to have
such minimal impact. Unfortunately, it

two years to prepare for Brexit has put us
in a good position for the Covid-19 crisis.
All the Brexit scenarios we were planning
for concerned people and flow of goods.
We were ready for a market impact, it was
just the cause of that impact that was

can’t help but increase costs, but we in

unexpected. Of course, the last thing we

apples are less worried about labour at the

want is a No-Deal Brexit. What we can’t

work FruitEnz have undertaken in France

moment since we don’t start picking until

where sales growth has been stunning.

closer to September. For products like

something we’ve somehow managed to

strawberries and salads, companies have

avoid during this period. To do this to

Envy’s been performing better in southern
European markets like Italy and Spain, as
it’s a sweet variety. Thanks to our great
partner growers, VOG, VI.P and Nufri, Envy

coped surprisingly well and must be
congratulated.

have is any disruption to the flow of goods,

ourselves for political reasons would be
unthinkable.

The attitude across the supply chain has

had stunning sales levels this season. Spain

been fantastic. We are lucky to be in this

and

industry. Everyone has handled it so well
and people have
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